A friend once told me that to understand QLF is to recognize ours is an organization built on “relationships.” Those relationships are what define us and inspire us. Our job going forward is to discover innovative ways to organize and discipline how we tap the source of our strength, the QLF Alumni Network. One of the jobs given to me by QLF President, Beth Alling, is to reach out to friends and Alumni. Knowing so many of you, I am excited to take on this assignment.

As we celebrate the success of the QLF Alumni Congress (Barcelona, November 2016), and the launch of President Beth Alling’s tenure (which began January 2017), QLF wishes to pay tribute to each of you who has served the QLF cause. From our roots along the Gulf of St. Lawrence, QLF now has Alumni not just in the U.S. and Canada, but in 75 countries worldwide.

We hope the enclosed visual walk through QLF’s history will evoke fond memories and rekindle old friendships. Do you ever wonder, “Where are they now?” If you are curious about your former colleagues, let us know and we will help you reconnect.

By the way, as you recognize some of the pictures, send us the “rest of the story.” We will share your comments through the Global Leadership Network Online.

Thank you for the part you have played in keeping QLF in the forefront. We salute you!

Larry Morris
President Emeritus
April 2017

George River, Labrador, 1972. From left: Pilot Rick Bullock; Bob and Faith Bryan; Eileen Rockefeller; Richard Rockefeller; Peggy and David Rockefeller; Katie and Don O’Brien
The Early Years: '60s & '70s

Who can you identify? Prize to the one who gets them all.

Bobby Orr, Quebec North Shore

Bill Bryan, Mobile Sports Clinic, Tabusintac, New Brunswick

Michael Caduto

Linda St. Onge, Northern Maine

Averill Cook hauls the nets, Conche, Newfoundland

Martha Gamble, Debby McGinley & Andy Hoag

Candace Cochrane, Labrador

Kathy Ford, Newfoundland

The Atlantic Center: QLF Comes of Age '70s & '80s

The Cornellians

Kath Blanchard

Clive Wishart, Tabusintac, New Brunswick

Susan Putnam Peck

Outdoor Classroom, Ocean Horizons

Mike Waters & Vic DiSilvestro Ocean Horizons Program

Jim Gaffney

Louise Labarre, Quebec North Shore
The Global Focus: Sharing the QLF Model '90s & 2000s

The Sounds Conservancy: Expanding Our Home Region 1995 to Present

Staff, Volunteers & Interns: The Engine That Drives Us
Two Alumni Congresses (2006, 2016)
Formalize QLF’s Alumni Network and its Global Reach